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Education 
Corbyn, J - PMQs - Childcare and teaching 
Wed, 2 March 2016 | House of Commons - Oral Question 
The Prime Minister: 
The right hon. Gentleman has to look at the facts, rather than talking down the people who are 
working so hard to teach children in our schools. The facts are these: our teachers are better qualified 
than ever, with a record 96.6% of teachers in state-funded schools now having a degree or higher 
qualification. Those are the facts. On those going into teaching, Teach First is the most popular 
destination for Oxbridge graduates—something that never happened under a Labour Government. If 
you want to encourage people to go into teaching, you have to know that you have a good school 
system with more academies, more free schools and higher qualifications, and make sure that we 
have rigour and discipline in our classrooms, all of which has improved. All of that is possible only if 
you have a strong and growing economy to fund the schools that our children need. 
 
Access and Influence 
De Piero, G - CO - Civil Service diversity (working class backgrounds) 
Wed, 9 March 2016 | House of Commons - Oral Question 
 
Gloria De Piero (Ashfield) (Lab): 
In 2014, 718 people from working-class backgrounds applied for the civil service fast stream: eight 
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succeeded. Is the Minister outraged by that, or is he wondering “How on earth did eight working-
class kids sneak in?”? 

Mr Wilson: 
If the hon. Lady is saying that we have a lot more work to do, I absolutely agree with her. Almost one 
in three people in Britain today are in working-class occupations, compared with a mere 4.4% of those 
who receive offers to fast stream, making the civil service significantly less socio-economically diverse 
than the University of Oxford. We know there is a lot more to do, but we are taking the necessary 
action. 

Other 
MPs debate student volunteering 
Wed, 2 March 2016 | Debate - Adjournment and General 
Student Volunteering 

Mr Andrew Smith (Oxford East) (Lab): 
I beg to move, 

That this House has considered student volunteering. 

It is good to have you in charge of this debate, Mr Evans. 

As last week was the 15th year of National Student Volunteering Week, I am taking the opportunity 
in this debate to celebrate student volunteering, to thank the many student volunteers in my 
constituency and to support action by universities and the Government to build on the enormous 
contribution that student volunteering makes. I thank both the network development director at 
Student Hubs, Francis Wright, and the public affairs officer at the National Union of Students, 
Alexander Lee, for their very helpful briefings. 

….In Oxford, our local community benefits from hundreds of dedicated student volunteers from 
Oxford and Oxford Brookes Universities, who give time every week to help to meet a wide range of 
local needs. The local student hub currently supports over 30 student-led volunteering projects in 
Oxford that benefit local residents. There are 281 Schools Plus volunteers tutoring in 12 local primary 
and secondary schools across some 26 projects, helping pupil achievement in areas ranging from 
literacy to music to GCSE science. In many cases, of course, the student volunteers are only a few 
years older than those they are helping, and there is a particularly powerful mentoring effect when 
student volunteers who themselves come from disadvantaged backgrounds help to raise the 
aspirations and attainment of pupils in poorer communities. Another project, Branch Up, does that by 
running activity days for children referred by social services. It supports 30 young people, many of 
whom come from Oxford’s more deprived areas, through projects that tackle educational and 
extracurricular disadvantage. 

Intergenerational support features too, through LinkAges, a student-led project that connects 
students with older people to tackle social isolation. LinkAges has a particularly strong relationship 
with Isis House, a care home in Florence Park, where around 20 volunteers help to run activity 
sessions and away-days. A number of LinkAges befrienders also support older people who live alone. 
And East Oxford Community Centre is home to Project Soup, a student-led initiative that runs micro-
fundraising dinners for community projects by selling soup and bread that would otherwise have 
gone to waste. So far, over £1,800 has been raised there for local projects. 
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For a number of years, I have been in touch with KEEN—Kids Enjoy Exercise Now—whereby 
students from Oxford Brookes and Oxford Universities put on games and other activities for children 
and young people with special needs, providing real enjoyment for all participants and welcome 
respite for parents who know that their children are socialising and having fun with others of a 
similar age. I was privileged to present the medals at the KEEN Olympics sports day last summer, 
and to see so much joy on the faces of all those taking part was really heart-warming. 

That project brings home an absolutely crucial aspect of student volunteering, namely that there is a 
huge three-way benefit. Of course, those being helped benefit from the activities that the students 
organise; the students themselves benefit enormously from the experience, in ways that will help 
their personal development and often their careers; and the local community and society gains from 
the social value and benefits of the voluntary activity. 

I must also praise students’ voluntary political involvement. I go out nearly every Sunday morning, 
calling round the constituency, talking with residents and taking up their concerns, and listening to 
their views on politics and much else. Along with other local activists and councillors, in term-time I 
am always joined by students from Oxford University Labour Club or the Brookes Union Labour 
society. Getting up relatively early on a Sunday morning to help with community representation is 
not perhaps a stereotypical student activity, but the thousands of hours that those student volunteers 
have put in has enriched our politics locally, and I am sure the same is true of student volunteers for 
other political parties, those working on important campaigns such as the forthcoming referendum, 
and those involved in the enormous amount of work that goes into campaigning on issues such as 
equal rights, the environment and homelessness. Students care, and many of them channel that caring 
into purposeful action that makes a difference. 

Statute, dated 24 November 2015, made by the Governing Body of Magdalen 
College in the University of Oxford, revising the existing Statutes of the College 
laid before Parliament 
Fri, 11 March 2016 | Statutory Instrument Laid 
CONTENTS 
Statute, dated 24 November 2015, made by the Governing Body of Magdalen College in the 
University of Oxford, revising the existing Statutes of the College (by Act), with an Explanatory 
Memorandum (by Command) (Secretary Sajid Javid). 
 
Ellis, M - BIS - Anti-Semitism at universities 
Tue, 15 March 2016 | House of Commons - Oral Question 
 
Michael Ellis (Northampton North) (Con): 
What is my hon. Friend doing to deal with the appalling anti-Semitism at the Oxford University 
Labour club? We are now also hearing about an anti-Semitic play being performed at York 
University. Those are both appalling examples of disgraceful, blatant and rabid anti-Semitism. 
 
Joseph Johnson: 
I have, of course discussed the matter with the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University, and also with 
the chief executive of the Higher Education Funding Council for England. Anti-Semitism has no place 
in our universities, or anywhere else in our society. Last November, we asked Universities UK to lead 
a review of harassment and hate crime in higher education; the Union of Jewish Students is 
represented on that body. We expect university leaders to deal with anti-Semitism without hesitation, 
taking disciplinary action and involving the police whenever that is necessary. 
 
MPs debate Budget 2016 (Day Three) 
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Mon, 21 March 2016 | Debate - Adjournment and General 

T Iain Stewart (Milton Keynes South) (Con): Before addressing the main Budget issue that I want to 
discuss, I want to mention two announcements in the Budget which, although small, are of great 
significance to two institutions in my constituency: Bletchley Park and the Open University. 

……this is about more than just transport. The MK Futures 2050 Commission, ably chaired by Sir 
Peter Gregson of Cranfield University, is looking at housing, education and training, energy, water 
supplies and the many other areas that are needed to support economic growth and to preserve the 
local environment and designs that have made Milton Keynes a success. We celebrate our 50th 
anniversary as a new town next year, and the MK Futures 2050 Commission is looking at the 50 years 
beyond that. I also draw the National Infrastructure Commission’s attention to the Centre for Cities 
report on fast-growing cities, which was published just a couple of weeks ago and contains important 
findings that the commission should consider. 

I echo the vision set out in the terms of reference. It notes that we already have 

“global centres of research expertise in Oxford and Cambridge and advanced manufacturing and 
logistics in Milton Keynes” 

and that we should 

“maximise the potential of the area as a single, knowledge-intensive cluster that competes on a global 
stage”. 

Houses in Multiple Occupation (Specified Educational Establishments) (England) 
Regulations 2016 
Wed, 23 March 2016 | Statutory Instrument Published 
 (Lists various Oxford Colleges) 
 
Education (Recognised Bodies) (Wales) Order 2016 
Thu, 31 March 2016 | Statutory Instrument Published 
(Lists University of Oxford) 
 

 
 
Lords 
 
Research 
 
Lords Committee Stage - Housing and Planning Bill (Day Five) 
Thu, 10 March 2016 | Committee Stage Debate 

Lord Best (CB):.....I see in today’s papers that Professor Wren-Lewis, professor of economic policy 
at Oxford, discusses the reasons why central banks are seriously thinking about setting negative 
interest rates in a somewhat desperate attempt to get the economy going. He says that economists 
around the world, including at the OECD and the IMF, are urging investment in infrastructure. 
Housebuilding is just the kind of infrastructure that makes so much sense while interest rates are so 
low. Taking money from one part of the housing budget—that concentrating on affordable 
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accommodation for those on lower incomes—and switching it to support the entirely worthy aim of 
assisting first-time buyers, ignores the economic advantages of substantially increasing investment in 
housing. 

[....] 

Lord Horam:.....Looking at the paper which Capital Economics did in conjunction with KPMG and 
others I see that there are many ways in which the financing could be arranged so that, although the 
debt might increase, the deficit would not. There are ways around the situation in which the 
Chancellor finds himself in which he could still help with housebuilding. As the noble Lord, Lord 
Best, said, Professor Wren-Lewis, a distinguished economist from Oxford, and many others have 
already pointed out that now is the perfect time to invest in housing. As this is capital investment as 
opposed to current spending, it would be received very well by capital markets around the world. 
Whatever method you chose publicly to account for this, I do not believe that you would have a 
thumbs down from the capital markets. On the contrary, they may see it as an extremely sensible 
thing to do. Indeed, many of the larger financial organisations in the world—the IMF, the OECD et 
cetera—are calling for this sort of investment to boost growth at this time. There is a way of making 
the underlying philosophy and underlying mechanisms in the Bill work, but they will require a lot of 
flexibility and imagination on the behalf of the Government. 

European Union Committee - Sir David Edward, Professor Derrick Wyatt - The 
process of leaving the European Union 
Tue, 8 March 2016 | DeHavilland Report - Parliamentary Committee 
The Committee heard from Sir David Edward KCMG, QC, PC, FRSE, Former Judge of the Court of 
Justice of the European Union, and Professor Derrick Wyatt QC, Emeritus Professor of Law, Oxford 
University, Brick Court Chambers 
 
Education 
Access and Influence 
Other 
Lords Report Stage - Immigration Bill (Day Three) 
Mon, 21 March 2016 | Report Stage Debate 
MENTION 

Lord Wallace of Saltaire (LD): My Lords, the immigration skills charge is a major innovation in UK 
immigration policy and very difficult to debate this late in the evening. Since Committee, however, I 
have had representations from the British Medical Association, Oxford and Cambridge universities, 
Universities UK, the Russell group and a very large number of other research institutes which regard 
this as a very important issue. I hope that the Minister will be able to provide at least some 
information, because we have not had any communication from him since we raised questions in 
Committee, nor have we had any letters. There is a real problem here of how we address a major 
innovation which the Royal Society, on behalf of the national academies, says will cost universities 
£25 million a year merely to deal with short-term secondees from foreign universities working on 
two-year post-doctoral fellowships in British universities. This is a serious issue to have to discuss late 
at night. 

(…) 

Lord Bates: In that case, I will return to my speech and go through it in context. This is something 
additional. The Government have considered advice from the Migration Advisory Committee and 
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additional views from employers. Following careful consideration, I am able to announce that the 
immigration skills charge of £1,000 per migrant per year will be paid by employers who sponsor tier 2 
migrants. The charge will be collected by the Home Office. 

A reduced rate of £364 per annum will apply to small businesses and charities as defined in the 
Immigration Rules. This is consistent with other lower fees applied to these organisations. In 
addition, an exemption will be applied to migrants undertaking occupations skilled to PhD level. A 
list of these occupations is included in the Immigration and Nationality (Fees) Regulations. They are 
primarily science and research roles. There will also be an exemption for graduates who switch from 
tier 4 to tier 2 in order to take up a position in the UK. These two exemptions build on the 
Government’s strong post-study work offer for international students and are intended to protect the 
UK’s position as a centre of excellence for education and research. 

 


